
 

 
TABLE TOP BUCKET FOUNTAIN 

MODEL: M04583 

 

The table top bucket fountain (Model M04583) is the newest addition to Unique Arts family of indoor Water 

garden products. These fountains have been designed to run in fresh clean water and used indoors only, with a US 

standard listed pump. (UL listed ) 

INSTALLATION  

Please be sure to read and save these instructions for future reference: 

To operate your fountain, please follow these simple instructions:  

PLACE THE FOUNTAIN IN AN AREA THAT CAN WITHSTAND THE MOISTURE AND THE SLIGHT 

SPLASH IT PRODUCES  

a. Add plants of your choice (live plants in 4” pots or silk plants are not included with the fountain) into 

the cavity for planters. FIG-1. Or for those with green thumbs, the cavity can be used for hydro 

culture, (water plants). Please consult a nursery or home center for specific hydro plants and care of 

plants. 

FIG-1 
b. ADD WATER. ( Watering  can is not included with the fountain Fill the fountain with fresh water 

just to the top until you can see water on the surface. DO NOT fill the cavity for the planters, just fill 

the reservoir. FIG-2 

FIG-2 

DO NOT RUN THE PUMP DRY 
c. PLUG IN to start the pump and the water will start flowing from the top copper cup. After the pump 

starts working, IT IS IMPORTANT THAT water does not splash outside the planter. If you notice 

any splash, you may have put too much water in the dish, or you may need an adjustment on the water 

flow of the pump. IF you need an adjustment to the water flow, it should be done at this time. First 

disconnect the pump from electrical outlet and lift the plastic insert. After you lift this unit, you will 

see the pump underneath. Adjust the water flow by using the flow control lever on the pump. Moving 

the lever toward the plus (+) sign will speed up the flow of water, and towards (-) sign will reduce it. 

d. Check water level regularly and add water as needed. You should see the water on the surface at all 

times. LOW WATER WILL BURN THE PUMP OUT AND VOID THE WARRANTY. 

The copper parts of this fountain will develop a green Verdi patina naturally with time. IF you wish to maintain a 

polished finish for the fountain and planter, spray the copper with a gloss clear Polyurethane coating that you can 

find at any home center or hardware store. Apply several coats for a long lasting finish. 

 

Please contact our Product Specialists for assembly questions or assistance at 1-800-928-3738 

or e-mail info@uniquearts.com. Specialists are available weekday 8:00AM to 5:00PM CST 

 

Made in Turkey 



 

 

PUMP MAINTANENCE 
CAUTION: Always disconnect from electrical outlet before servicing the pump 

 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE MAINTAIN THE PUMP MONTHLY  

A clogged and dirty pump will adversely affect performance of the fountain. To maintain and clean the pump, first 

lift the INSERT and take out the pump. Please follow the manufacturers instructions enclosed with this unit to 

clean the pump. 

 

 

 

CAUTION: 

1. This fountain if for decorative purposed only. Please do not use it to serve food or beverages, and do 

not let you pets drink the water in the reservoir. 

2. Keep dirt and debris out of water reservoir, as it may damage motor. 

3. Be sure to locate the fountain in an area which can withstand the moisture produced by the fountain. 

4. Always disconnect from electrical outlet before handling the pump. 

5. Do not let the pump run dry  

6. Never lift the pump by the power cord  

7. Never pump heated liquids  

8. Use fresh water only  

9. Pump must be completely submerged for proper cooling  

10. Not warranted for outdoor use. 

 

WARNING: 
1. This pump is supplied with a grounding conductor and a grounding type attachment plug. To reduce 

risk of electrical shock, connect only to a proper grounded outlet. 

2. Never remove the grounding pin from the plug  

3. Never connect any voltage other than shown on the pump.  

4. Never pump flammable liquids. 

5. The National Electric Code requires that a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) be used in the 

branch circuit supplying fountain pumps and other pond equipment. See your electrical supplies 

dealer for this device. 

6. To reduce the risk of electrical shock, use this pump only on portable self-contained fountains no 

longer than 5 feet in any dimension. 

7. Do not use with water above 30’C/85’F. 

 

 

TROUBLE SHOOTING: 

 If the fountain does not operate properly, please check the following: 

 

1. Check the circuit breaker and try another outlet to ensure the pump is getting electrical power. (Note: 

Always disconnect from electrical outlet before handling the pump.) 

2. Check the pump discharge and tubing for kinks and obstructions. Algae build up can be flushed out 

with a garden hose. 

3. Check the inlet screen to ensure it is not clogged with debris. 

4. Remove the pump inlet to access the impeller area. Turn the rotor to ensure it is not broken or 

jammed. 

5. Monthly maintenance will add to your pumps life. (Note: Ensure that the electrical cord loops below 

the electrical outlet to form a “drip loop”. This will prevent water from running down the cord into 

the electrical outlet. 

 

 

CUSTOMER CARE: 
1. Please read all instructions and keep them for future reference. 

2. Please follow monthly pump maintenance instructions. 

3. Failure to follow instructions may result in damage to the fountain and/or pump, therefore voiding the 

warranty. 

4. If water flow from the top of the fountain is too strong, even after adjusting pump speed, try placing a 

small rock over the hole to slow water to acceptable speed. 

5. Pump must be fully submerged at all times. The water level should be to the top of the reservoir.   

 


